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Remember Mr. Galloway’s 10 C’s of HISTORY = HIS-STORY (God's revelation of Himself in contrast to everyone & everything less.)
* Examine his time-line below and think about history’s purpose. READ carefully the background material also, then answers the questions:

10. COMPLETION (Millen. to New Creation) Rev. 21-22
9. CRISIS (Tribulation Consequences) Mat. 24; Rev. 6-20
8. CHURCH (Living Body not an organization) Acts – Rev. 5
7. CROSS (Cure – NOT survival of the fittest) Matthew - John

6. CHRIST (Messiah – Rescuer) Genesis - Revelation
5. COVENANT (Israel – Nation) Gen. 9; Gen. 12 - Malachi
4. CONFUSION (Division – Ethnos) Gen. 10-11
3. CATASTROPHES (Dysfunctions  Flood) Gen. 4-9
2. CRIME (Sin separation) Gen. 3

1. CREATION (Very Good Eden) Gen. 1-2

READ about Enoch, Methuselah, and Noah in Genesis 5:18-32; Hebrews 11:1-8; Jude Ch. 1.

Biblical thinking is critical thinking. The Bible calls it logikos (logical) thinking in the NT Greek (Romans 12:1-3). It also describes it as thinking based
on sufficient evidence (Hebrews 11:1). Biblical faith or belief is NOT based on a feeling. It should be the result of logical thinking about evidence
provided by God (Prov. 14:15). BELOW is a time-line contrasting the two opposing lines of descent from Adam. Two opposing WAYS or
WORLDVIEWS. Remember that the first followers of Jesus called themselves, “People of the WAY”, His Way, not “Christians”.

ADAM  ABEL/SETH  ENOSH = “weak”….  ENOCH  METHUSELAH = “man sent out as an arrow” (969 yrs.)  NOAH = “rest”  FLOOD

…  TRIBULATION
* The godly line of people who believed salvation from sin & suffering was by God’s grace through their faith/trust NOT by their “good” works efforts.
** They trusted that God alone could & would do some perfect work to pay for their forgiveness & transform them from sinners to become good like Him.
*** They lived a simple life, the WAY, focused on relationships with God & one another, NOT man-made “things”, like toys, technology, etc. See below.
ARROW OF TIME HEADING TO THE END: JUDGMENT & THEN NEW CREATION
ARROW OF TIME HEADING TO THE END: JUDGMENT & THEN NEW CREATION
 ………..…. LAMECH ……………………… ………………… …………………….  FLOOD
* The ungodly line of people who believed salvation from sin & suffering was by their own “good” works efforts, INDEPENDENT from God & His grace.
This is the core of every one of man’s “religions”, EXCEPT for one, the Gospel, presented in God’s Word. The Gospel stands alone, against all others.
** They trusted in themselves, their own efforts, & their TECHNOLOGY to make them good enough to have the right to be like God & enter His realm.
*** This is the line of people who invented metal tool technology, musical instruments technology, etc., NOT the godly line of Seth, Enosh, Enoch, etc.
--- Note that Cain also has a son named Enoch, but that is a different person from the descendant of Seth and father of Methuselah.

ADAM  CAIN … ……………………… ………………… ……….

ENOCH “walked with God”, was a prophet/preacher/sheepdog calling for repentance, warning of judgment, did not die, and was raptured up to
heaven. The Bible says it is appointed for man to die ONCE and then comes judgment (Heb. 9:27). Enoch has not yet died once.
So he could be one of the 2 witnesses who will return during the 7-year Tribulation to preach the gospel & confront the anti-Christ.
At the mid-point (3.5 years) God will allow the 2 witnesses to be killed and it says the whole world will watch them lying dead for 3 days. (On TV
news!!) Then God will raise them up for the whole world to see, and lift them up to heaven. That will be their ONE death. The other witness may
likely be Elijah who also was raptured during the Old Testament times and did not die back then.
METHUSELAH, Enoch’s son, had a name that meant, “man sent out as an arrow”. He was a living prophetic warning of judgment. When an arrow
finally hits the ground, its time or flight life has ended or died. Methuselah lived 969 years and the very year he died – the flood began!
* NOTE: According to Dr. John Sanford, inventor of the Gene Gun at Cornell University, the reason men lived hundreds of years back then was due
to lack of mutations. See his book, GENETIC ENTROPY. Adam had no mutations. Sin caused separation from God who held all things in perfect
order. Separation caused things to fall apart. Mutations began and have accumulated every generation causing death at an earlier and earlier age.
The BORING age and death listings in Genesis show a decreasing life span as generations progress.
Dr. Sanford has calculated that the decrease of age fits exactly with the known rate of mutation increase calculated by geneticists.
This is powerful scientific evidence for the accuracy of the biblical record of history (His-story) and the amazing ages of these men.
By the way, reptiles never stop growing. The huge dinosaur reptile skeletons we find in the fossil layers deposited by the global flood were likely
VERY OLD dinos, who may have been hundreds of years old. Remember, even today some reptiles can live a few hundred years.
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MEMORY VERSE: Genesis 5:24 * You will be given time to write this on a separate sheet of paper.
PARAPHRASE VERSE: READ Genesis 6:13 and then REWRITE it in your own words. Keep the same names, but
use different nouns, verbs, adjectives and phrases. Your paraphrase should have basically the same meaning
yet might emphasize specific parts.

READ GALATIANS 5:22-26. Describe how this passage helps you better understand how Enoch “walked with God”.

GO TO BLUELETTERBIBLE.ORG. Look up Galatians 5:25 and find out what GREEK word is translated as WALK.
Describe the more literal meaning of that term and how it adds even more meaning to Enoch’s attitude.

LOOK AT THE FIRST PAGE AGAIN and answer the following questions:
What does Hebrews 11:1-8 say about Enoch?

What does Jude Ch. 1 say about Enoch? Verses 14-15 are the key, but the verses before & after help clarify.
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From the time-line page, how is Biblical thinking like scientific thinking? (see the middle above Adam’s line).

What did the first followers of Christ call themselves?
What does ENOSH mean?
What happened to ENOCH instead of dying?
What does METHUSELAH mean?
How long did Methuselah live?
Describe what Dr. Sanford has shown is a scientific support for the accuracy of the LONG ages of pre-flood people:
* see the bottom of the time-line page

Complete the following chart contrasting the 2 Ways or two Worldviews. (see the discussion around Adam’s line)
Godly Way (the way of Adam, Seth, … Enoch)
Ungodly Way (way of Cain … Lamech …)

Describe when, how, and why Enoch might be sent back to Earth:
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